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April 28, 2022 
 
RE: Clarifications for Videography Services for Watershed Agricultural Council - 2022 
  
Dear Prospective Bidder: 
  
The Watershed Agricultural Council (WAC) distributed a Request for Videography Services. We received 
the following questions in response to our RFP: 

1. You have indicated that this contract will span over 3 years. Were you interested in having a 
certain amount of videos done per year? Or perhaps you would just like an even spread (7 
one year, 7 one year, 6 one year). If we combine production days/trips we can save money 
per-video.  

a. We would like to plan on spreading the videos out (somewhat) evenly over the course of 
the contract. That being said, most of the filming will be weather dependent as it will be 
primarily outside. We are happy to discuss proposed timelines and to combine filming 
trips when possible.   

2. Is there a budget you are aiming to stay within (whether it be per-video or overall)?  
a. We do not have an exact budget set at this time. We would like to stay within a range of 

3-7k per video, depending on scope of work necessary for each video.  
3. Who is the target audience for these videos and how will they be used?  

a. Videos will be used on social media, on our youtube channel and website for educational 
purposes and to spread awareness of our programs. Our target audience is NYC 
Watershed residents and NYC water consumers.   

4. How do you want the Audience to feel after watching these videos? (i.e. Excited, motivated, 
sad, angry)  

a. Our goal is to inform viewers on what our programs are accomplishing and practices 
used in the NYC Watershed to avoid filtration. We want the audience to feel good about 
the work being done in the region.  

5. Is there a Call to Action for any of these videos?  
a. Not necessarily. These are more educational videos.  

6. Are you ok with a bid from someone outside your districts? Or would you prefer a local 
vendor?  

a. Yes, we are ok with out of state vendors. We do however need the vendor to be able to 
travel to farms and be organized to get the shots needed. A lot of times this is weather 
dependent, so there may be some flexibility needed. 

7. Do you have existing brand guidelines to share? 
a. Yes- our Graphic Standards Guide will be available to the winning bid and any logos etc. 

necessary will be provided.  
8. Outside of the RFP, are there any additional driving forces impacting the decision – making 

process? 



  
  

a. No. All bids will be held to the same criteria and we will select the best bid received. 
9. Are you considering developing a new creative approach for you branding and advertising or 

will you maintain your current strategy?  
a. We are looking to update our strategy somewhat, but remain within the same 

messaging/values established. 
10. Will you need translation into other languages (i.e. Spanish, French, etc.)? 

a. No 
11. Has any market research been done on the audience(s) you serve? 

a. We have done some research on our target audiences, especially in social media, but it 
has been a few years. 

12. Are there past videos online to review to get a feel of past work and current branding? 
a. Yes, please visit our Youtube pages listed in the RFP. 

13. How many firms did you send the RFP too proactively? 
a. We sent the RFP to two firms that had requested project availability in the past. 

14. What social profiles and which platforms do you currently use? 
a. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Youtube are the primary platforms that we use.  

15. What email platform do you currently use? 
a. Constant Contact 

16. Does your Team use any project management/task management software or tools 
internally? 

a. We use Click Up for our web contract management, but at this point do not use another 
platform other than google docs for internal communication.  

17. Will any of the twenty shoots be stacked, so more than one will be shot in a day or a 
particular group of days? 

a. Yes, this is possible to coordinate.  
18. How many staff and interviewees would be expected to be in each video? 

a. Usually there are two staff as well as the producer (farmers etc.) to be interviewed in 
WAC videos, in Pure Catskills videos there are generally no staff interviews only 
producers.  

19. Is there a specific purpose as to why the council chose 20 videos? 
a. Not necessarily- we chose 20 to cover various topics in each of our programs over the 

length of the contract. 
20. Because this is a three-year plan, is there an expectation for a certain number of videos to 

be shot per year? 
a. We would like to spread the projects out evenly throughout the contract years if 

possible. 
21. Is there a strategic vision as to why the RFP is over a three-year time period? 

a. The time period aligns with our contract funding. 
22. Are the 20 videos mentioned need to be produced yearly or across the three-year span of 

the contract?  
a. Across the span of the contract. 

23. Does the WAC have a conception of the time needed for pre-production, production, and 
post production? One production day might need one week of planning (beforehand) and 2-
3 weeks for video finals factoring in revisions and sign-off.  

a. Each video is different, but in general there is coordination needed to set up shooting on 
farms and with the landowner and staff. We are aware of the process of time needed 
post production and the process that entails.  

24. What number of different shooting locations does the WAC anticipate using?  
a. Likely 20. Each video will be on a different farm/location in the region.  

25. What format would the WAC prefer when for final video delivery?  
a. We are open to the platform but prefer being able to download the video directly so that 

we can upload it to our channels and social media.  
26. How many people will sign off on the final video?  



  
  

a. The Communications Director will have the final sign off on videos.  
27. How important is it to have a regional video production team? If highly important, would 

the WAC consider research, community meetings, and efforts to work with local talent as a 
substitute for not being from the region upon submission?  

a. We would prefer the production team be able to be on site rather than to subcontract 
out.  

28. Does the WAC have a preferred pricing format? Would it be open to receive several pricing 
structures, so it may compare cost-effectiveness among them?  

a. Several pricing structures is ok, as long as we can establish a total sum for the scope of 
work requested. Various options to choose from etc. are acceptable as long as they fit 
within the RFP.  

29. Will the WAC provide media release forms for talent? Will signs be posted regarding filming 
throughout each location?  

a. No. These videos are generally done with voluntary landowners and staff.  
30. Will the WAC provide vendors with the necessary permits and/or coordinating with 

landowners and staff for any video production needs?              
a. WAC will help coordinate with landowners and staff for scheduling. We have not needed 

any permits etc. to date.  
31. How much has the WAC spent on video production services in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021?  

a. In 2020 and 2021 we did not do many videos due to COVID. Prior to that we budgeted 
around 15K a year for a handful of videos. For 2021-2022 we contracted for 18K for 
videos, but only one was completed due to various factors. We are looking to continue 
and increase our video presence in the next three years.  

32. Can you provide links to current videos the WAC is most proud of?  
a. This is the general style we have done over the last few years. Interviews moving forward 

should be done in a better area/outside if possible. We would also like to cut down the 
length of our videos and be less technical. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnV-
QE5lBEo  (all of our videos can be seen here: www.youtube.com/WatershedAgCouncil) 

b. Here is an example of We Are Pure Catskills: https://youtu.be/6sjbRr_9JEM  
c. We would like to move to this style done by our partners at the American Dairy 

Association: https://dairyspot.box.com/s/2xhnwkuk756ygg1vz89obzcqc7y2vpwp 
33. May we bid one sample 3-4 minute video that would serve as a template?  

a. Yes, but we have two videos series and would like them to remain on brand for each. 
That being said, we are open to updating our formats.  

34. Have you identified subjects/topics for the films that we can use for developing concepts and 
budget?  

a. We don’t have specific subjects set at this point, but in general we film farmers in the 
NYC Watershed that participate in our programs. Each farm/landowner works with staff 
planners on various projects/initiatives to protect water quality. Our Pure Catskills 
members are farm and forest landowners that produce and sell products in the region. 
The videos will tell the stories of both our organization and the landowners/producers 
we works with.   

35. Will videos be online / social media only?  Or possibly for broadcast?  
a. There is a local tv station that has used our videos in the past to promote the region, so 

that is a possibility. Otherwise, we will promote our videos primarily online/social media.  
36. Should we include costs for talent or will the WAC arrange volunteers who will appear gratis?  

a. We will have volunteers.  
37. Should we include costs for location fees / rentals or will the WAC assist with gratis locations 

to film interviews, b-roll, etc.?   
a. All locations will be free of charge for filming. 

38. Will we have access to archival & previously shot material from the programs we're asked to 
continue building on? Graphics packages and project files as well?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnV-QE5lBEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnV-QE5lBEo
http://www.youtube.com/c/WatershedAgCouncil
https://youtu.be/6sjbRr_9JEM
https://dairyspot.box.com/s/2xhnwkuk756ygg1vz89obzcqc7y2vpwp


  
  

a. Yes, we can make any and all materials available, including our graphic standards guides 
and files. 

Sign Sealed Proposals must be received by 12:00pm on Monday, May 9, 2022 and can be mailed or hand 
delivered. 

Thank you and we look forward to receiving your proposal.  

Sincerely, 

Wendy Hanselman 

Wendy Hanselman 
Contract and Grants Administrator 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 


